Magic of the Northern Lights
February 27th – March 14th 2019

Wednesday 27th February – Dover
The ORCA team met at Dover Cruise Terminal and embarked on the SAGA Sapphire, thermals packed and ready for
our two weeks voyage to the icy north in search of cetaceans and northern lights. We were late sailing so briefly
familiarised ourselves with the ship before heading to our cabins, ready for our first day at sea.

The ORCA Team: Moira, Layla, Mary and Melissa

Thursday 28th February – sea day
The day started promising with calm seas and a beautiful sunrise, before long though we had entered a fog bank which
remained with us for the rest of the morning. Despite the limited visibility we had some very good sightings. Soon into
the watch we spotted a female grey seal and not long after we that we had a brief glimpse of a lone minke whale. As
the morning progressed we added to the tally four unidentified dolphins and a large bull grey seal, which was
noticeably bigger and darker than the female we’d spotted earlier, and several sightings of harbour porpoise, thirteen
in total, engaging in their typical behaviour of fleeing from the oncoming vessel. As the day was spent in the southern
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North Sea which is relatively shallow with depths of around 50 metres, it was an ideal habitat for this the smallest of
our European cetaceans (the collective term for whales, dolphins and porpoises). Large numbers of birds were also
spotted - guillemots, lesser and greater black backed gulls, gannets, cormorant, fulmars, razorbills, common scoters
and kittiwake - one of our truly pelagic gulls, including quite a few immature ones with the distinctive dark neck band
and “M” shaped pattern across their wings. It would seem that the recent spring like weather at home has prompted
some early migrants, with passengers coming to tell us of passing thrushes and both blackbirds and starlings landing
on the vessel.

Bull grey seal

Kittiwake

We had quite a few guests join us on deck, asking questions and looking for the wildlife with us, it’s always good to
have extra pairs of eyes to watch out. It was also great to see so many at our presentation this afternoon, where
hopefully we inspired more to do some wildlife spotting with us. We returned to deck after our presentation, the fog
had gone but unfortunately so had the wildlife.
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Friday 1st March – at sea / Bergen
We woke this morning to another beautiful sunrise and went hopefully to the deck. The conditions proved quite
challenging though as the wind was blowing the sea into white capped waves. We were joined by numerous
passengers but despite all the eyes watching out, there were no marine mammal sightings until we entered the fjord
on our run in to Bergen, where we spotted four seals. We saw our first eider ducks of the trip in the fjord as well.
Other birds seen today were - black backed gulls, guillemot, gannet, cormorant, fulmar, razorbills, black headed
gulls, mute swans, herring gulls and hooded crows.

Saturday 2nd March - Bergen
After a surprise overnight stay in Bergen, today we headed out to explore the area. We headed out for a wander
around the Bryggen – the old town, and then for a trip up the Floibanen, the funicular railway that gives access to Mt
Floyen. There was a surprising lack of snow even higher up and the woods were noticeably quiet, none of the bird
song that we expected. We had a pleasant walk but the only wildlife spotted was mallard, magpie and hooded crow.
A passenger reported to us that they had heard a crest, most likely a gold crest.

Looking down to the SAGA Sapphire from Mt Floyen
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Sunday 3rd March – at sea / Andalsnes
It was overcast and raining this morning when we headed up onto deck, but we were sailing through coastal waters
that are normally transited in the dark so we were, as ever, hopeful of spotting some wildlife. The sea conditions were
good, and as we headed deeper into the fjords towards Andalsnes, the rain stopped. Sadly, despite our efforts we
didn’t see any marine mammals, but some passengers reported seeing 2 humpback whales. There were a few birds
spotted on route – scoters, herring gulls, cormorants, black backed gulls, kittiwake, eider ducks and white tailed
(sea) eagles were seen on the approach to Andalsnes. While in port some oyster catchers, a red-breasted merganser
and a grey heron were also observed.

Monday 4th March – sea day / crossing the Arctic Circle
We woke to a beautiful sunrise this morning which unfortunately was
accompanied by strong winds and ice on the decks. As a result, the sun
deck was closed and we decamped to the Verandah where we were joined
by some adventurous guests. We did manage a brief spell on the sun deck
before it was once more closed due to the weather. Having heard that the
herring had arrived along the coast to spawn we were hopeful of seeing
orca on this leg of our trip and indeed one passenger reported to us that
he had seen a large fin cruising through the water. This was the only one
that was spotted though. There may well have been more but the sea
conditions were making observing challenging. There were a few birds
seen today – herring gulls, kittiwake, fulmar and gannets.

Crossing the Arctic Circle

Tuesday 5th March - Tromsø
It was a bit different on deck first thing, rather cold and snowing, but it woke us all up! Visibility was quite poor and
we didn’t see any cetaceans but were pleased to add long tailed ducks to our species list, which were seen in the
harbour at Tromsø. Many guests went on excursions while we were in port, some getting out to the Sommarøy islands
to the west. We returned to deck for sail away this evening and just as the light was fading we spotted 2 orca in the
fjord. One had a significantly larger fin than the other and we believe them to be a male and female.

Long tailed ducks and eider
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Wednesday 6th and Thursday 7th March - Alta
We were alongside in Alta for two days, passengers went off on
excursions, exploring the area, going for sled rides and northern
light spotting. We also went exploring, visiting the museum, the
Arctic cathedral and the ice sculptures – part of the annual
Finnmarkslopet festival – the longest endurance dog sled race in
Europe. On the first night we found a secluded dark spot and
watched the northern lights. The next day we set off along the
coast of Alta fjord, driving through some spectacular scenery on
a glorious day. We visited the igloo hotel at Sorrisniva, the
northernmost ice hotel in Europe, some passengers spent a night
here! We were treated to a bird fest along the fjord, there was a
small fishing boat below us attracting a large flock of assorted sea
birds and to our delight they were joined by 4 white tailed eagles.
We also briefly spotted an eagle that looked different and we
White tailed eagle

believe it to be a golden eagle.

Other new birds added to our growing species spotted list were velvet scoter and purple sandpiper. Both nights in
port we had excellent displays of the northern lights.

The Northern lights over Alta
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Friday 8th March – sea day
Back at sea after a couple of good port days. This morning started very cold with intermittent snow storms. We were
delighted between the storms to spot 3 humpback whales blowing and breaching to the starboard side of the ship,
they stayed alongside us for a couple of minutes. Birds seen today were guillemot, kittiwake, fulmar (inc. dark phase),
gannet, Glaucous gull and Manx shearwater.

Breaching humpback whale

Saturday 9th March - Narvik
A rather cold and grey day for our visit to Narvik. While some of the passengers set off on the Ofotbanen Railway tour,
which travels through the mountains to Riksgransen on the Swedish border, we joined others for a look around the
town. Several parties took the gondola up to the ski station to enjoy the views and many others visited the
Kongensgate war museum and the old part of the town.

Sunday 10th March – sea day
We were greeted by yet another wonderful sunrise to start the day and some spectacular views of the Lofoten Islands
and the coast of mainland Norway. Sea conditions were favourable and we were hopeful of seeing some cetaceans
but sadly, it was not to be.
Unfortunately, however, one of our fellow passengers spotted a rather large mass of ghost fishing gear, this is usually
discarded fishing nets and can cause major problems with entrapment of wildlife. The seas weren’t devoid of wildlife
and we watched kittiwake, gannet, black backed gulls, herring gulls, auks and fulmar. We crossed back over the Arctic
Circle (currently at 66˚33’47.5N), this is the northernmost point at which the centre of the noon sun is just visible on
the December solstice and the southernmost point at which the centre of the midnight sun is just visible on the June
solstice.
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Sunrise over Arctic Norway

Monday 11th March – sea day
Another spectacular sunrise and near perfect sea conditions. We were soon seeing vast quantities of seabirds –
kittiwake, herring gull, black-backed gull, gannet, guillemot, little auks, puffins and lots of fulmar with their
characteristic stiff winged flight skimming the wave tops. Optimism was high for seeing cetaceans but it wasn’t until
late afternoon that a dolphin, probably a white beaked was spotted. We took a break in the afternoon to run a fun
ORCA quiz for the passengers, it was well attended and many surprised themselves with how much they knew.

Fulmar
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Tuesday 12th March - Stavanger
We had a full day in port in Stavanger, arriving before sun up and departing after dusk. This was our most southerly
call and the temperatures were just a few degrees above freezing, with the rain and wind making us all feel very cold!
Many passengers took a cruise up Lysefjord, whilst we explored Gamle Stavanger, the historic old centre and the
Maritime Museum. As we were leaving port we watched a pair of red-breasted merganser fly past the ship.

Wednesday 13th March – sea day
Our final day of the trip and storm Gareth greeted us with a force 8 and 5m swell. Decks were closed and we spent the
day chatting to passengers in the comfort of the drawing room, with an eye out of the windows – just in case! In the
evening we presented our final lecture, a summary of the trip and all the wildlife we have seen.

Thursday 14th March – Dover
The ORCA team had a fantastic cruise and would like to again thank all the guests who came to our presentations,
joined us on deck and chatted to us. It is as always a pleasure to share experiences with you. We would also like to
extend our thanks to Captain Julian Burgess and all the SAGA crew for providing us with this wonderful opportunity to
collect vital scientific data and showcase the wildlife to the guests.

For a map and list of all the marine wildlife seen and recorded during this cruise please see the next page.
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Birds – while at sea
Guillemot
Lesser black backed gull
Greater black backed gull
Gannet
Cormorant
Shag
Fulmar (inc. dark phase)
Razorbills
Common scoter
Kittiwake
Herring gull
Black headed gull
Glaucous gull
Manx shearwater
Eider duck
White tailed sea eagle
Mute swan
Thrush
Blackbird
Starling
Hooded crow
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Birds – while in port
Oyster catcher
Mallard
Tufted duck
Red breasted merganser
Long tailed duck
Velvet scoter
Purple sandpiper
Little auk
Black guillemot
Grey heron
Magpie
House sparrow
Hooded crow
Blue tit
Wood pigeon
Crest – probably gold
Raven
White tailed sea eagle
Golden eagle – likely
Gyr falcon
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